San Diego Opera’s Department of Education

Making Connections: Music and Physics

P H YS I C S C O N N E C T I O N S

Lesson 3: What is Timbre? How does it help us
determine different qualities in an opera singer’s voice?
Prior Knowledge:

So far we have discussed how the laws of physics are applied in the human singing voice. We know why
all sound is regulated by pitch and intensity. Let’s look now at how physics describe the differences in the
quality of sounds we hear.

Vocabulary:
Timbre: helps us identify what makes a particular sound different from all other
sounds. We know that a clock alarm sounds different from a bird chirping because
of timbre. It has a number of criteria called the Timbre spectrum. We will focus
on four elements of the spectrum. They include:
The range: of tone to noise.
Spectral envelope: how a voice sounds at a particular moment.
Time envelope: how a voice sounds over time.
Fundamental frequency: overtones and harmonics in the human voice.

Lesson:

Opera is considered the ultimate performing art! Opera tells stories with music, but there is more! Opera
productions have beautiful sets, costumes and most importantly incredibly trained singers who portray
the characters in the operatic stories. Opera singers’ voices are described with great detail and no two
voices sound the same.
Imagine that two people are singing the exact same pitch, at the exact same frequency, for the exact
duration. Our brains can identify the differences between these two voices because of timbre. Timbre
defines how we can tell the unique qualities of all the different sounds in our world. Timbre has many
elements, but for our purposes we will look at four criteria.
All music (and sound for that matter) has range. One end of the range is tonal sound (we think of this
as melody) and at the other end of the range is noise. The spectral envelope and time envelope also
help us identify how a voices sounds at a particular moment and how it sounds over time. So when we
hear two people singing the exact same pitch, at the exact same frequency, for the exact duration, we can
differentiate the tiny moments when their voices sound differently.
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Fundamental frequency is amazing: when we sing our vocal cords make tiny harmonic pitches that relate
to the big pitch that is being sung to give our voice its character. Imagine a snake slithering, there are the
big vibrations that move it along the ground but when you look closely there are also smaller muscles
that move in the same direction. Our vocal cords do the same thing, when they do, it is the fundamental
frequency at work.

Try This!

Listen to the following musical selections and rate the different qualities of voices. There are three
sets of selections for you to compare. How do the two different voices singing the same aria (song)
measure up to each other?
Each of the selected pieces are sung by some of the best opera performers in the world. But each
voice is different. Use the criteria we laid out earlier to identify and discuss the specific qualities of
each voice.
Aria Selection

Range
Tone to noise

Which of the two
voices sounds more
tonal to you?
Why?

Time Envelope

Listen to the entire aria
sung by both singers.
Which voice sounds
better overall to you?
Why?

Spectral Envelope Fundamental
Select a 10 second
Frequency
section of the aria
sung by both singers.
Which voice has a
better quality in that
particular section?
Why?

After you have
listened to each aria
several times, your ear
begins to pick up the
very specific sounds
of overtones and
harmonics. Which
singer’s voice has more
developed harmonics
and overtones? Why?

Ombra mai fù

from Serse by Handel:

David Daniels,
countertenor

Ombra mai fù

from Serse by Handel:

Sophie von Otter,
mezzo-soprano
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continues . . .

“Un bel dì”

from Madama
Butterfly by Puccini:

Maria Callas,
soprano

“Un bel dì”

from Madama
Butterfly by Puccini:

Renata Scotto,
soprano

”Voi che sapete”

from Le nozze di
Figaro by Mozart:

Joyce Di Donato,
mezzo-soprano

”Voi che sapete”

from Le nozze di
Figaro by Mozart:

Cecilia Bartoli,
mezzo-soprano

Want to know more about these musical selections, the singers or stories of these operas? The internet has
excellent resources to find out about all three of the operas selected in this handout. They are Xerxes by
Handel, Madama Butterfly by Puccini and Le nozze di Figaro by Mozart.

Wrap up:

During this lesson we explored how we can describe voices using the qualities of timbre. For our final
lesson in this unit we will explore how we react to the human voice.
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